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For details about the items mentioned, a set of the clippings is available in
the Reference section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).

This review is based on news clippings about UST.  All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles.  Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we can when official translations are not immediately
available.  South China Morning Post (SCMP), Hong Kong Standard (HKS) and
Eastern Express (EE) are English newspapers. Enquiries can be made to Office of
Public Affairs (ext. 6305 or 8555).

1. Dr Alfred Hu of SOSC talks about Taiwan politics and the island's
relations with the Chinese mainland

TVB's Chinese public affairs programme, News Magazine (27/5) 
interviewed Dr Hu.

2. UST's role in science and technology development in HK
In a HK Commercial Daily (27/5) column, the writer noted that 
with the opening of UST, there was no need for the government 
to build another similar institute.

3. UST and HK's garment industry
Sing Tao Daily (23/5) reported that the Industry Department has
allocated fundings  through the ITDC to UST for research in 
promoting HK's industrial development.

4. UST received fundings from the Industry Department to carry out  5
projects

Ta Kung Pao (18/5).

5. Pres Woo appointed  a non-executive director of  Shanghai Enterprise
Apple Daily (23/5).

6. Local universities will introduce flexible schemes for students to pay
tuition fees

In a story on this, Sing Tao Daily (22/5) also mentioned UST.

7. Another report on UST graduates'  performance in the job market
Young Post, SCMP (20/5). (See last review.)

8. Dr Yong Xie of  BIOL's genetic engineering research and treatment for
liver cancer

HK Commercial Daily (20/5) interviewed Dr Xie on his research.

9. Dr Andrew Horner of COMP talks about computer and music
HKS (21/5) interviewed Dr Horner.

10. "Brands of distilled water equal regardless of price, study finds"
In a story with this title, Asian Wall Street Jnl. (20/5) 
mentioned a UST research on water quality in HK.

11. Local university heads and politics
Sing Tao Daily (20/5) carried a feature on this topic by a 
contributor from CUHK.



12. UST may use Priority Access Control Enabled (PACE) technology in its
computer labs

Computerworld HK (16/5).

13. What'll  happen if you jump on your feet on a moving train?
In a column on interesting questions, Yellow Bus (16/5), a 
children's magazine carried the answer by Dr Pak-wo Leung of 
PHYS.

14. Who will be rich and who will be poor?
In a column on interesting questions, Yellow Bus (16/5), a 
children's magazine carried the answer by Dr Francis Lui of 
ECON.

15. HK Students visited victims of Mount Pinatubo eruption
In an Oxfam feature on this ,  SCMP(16/5) quoted the views of a
UST student who had joined a visit to the affected area.

16. A feature on UST's team of programmers who represented HK in the ACM
programming contest '95 in USA

PC Home (3/5) .

17. A feature on UST's robot Apollo
PC Home (3/5) .

18. Topping out ceremony of the UST Graduate Residences, Univ. Ctr., and
Sr. Staff Qtrs. on 28/3

Building Journal (4/96).

19. HK Economic Journal carried 2 articles written by  faculty members of
SBM

One article was written by Dr K C Wei (24/5)  and  another by 
Dr Joseph Lian (22/5).

20. OPA's weekly "soft" feature in Ta Kung Pao
UST graduates perform well in the job market (18/5).

21. Seven UST activities mentioned in the campus bulletin column in SCMP 
(23/5).


